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D H Lawrence, born in 1885, was regarded as a great novelist of early 20th Century. He was brought up in a tense atmosphere due to the constant discord between his parents. He was much impressed by his mother whom he used to love and respect from the bottom of his heart. He also wrote short stories, essay travel books and criticism, yet he is most remembered for his great novels The White Peacock (1911), The Trespasser (1912), and Sons and Lovers (1913).

*Sons and Lovers* was Lawrence’s masterpiece which raised him to the level of eminent men of letters of England. It was written chiefly in an autobiographical style with his favorite setting of meaning area. In this novel, Lawrence made a fine blending of love and hatred. He showed powerful attachment with his mother and a high sense of bitterness and hatred as a sensitivity of a young man. It is highly powerful novel with deep sincerity in dealing with his strong bond and feelings regarding mother and son relationship. The feelings ‘love’ and hatred have been expressed with powerful intensity. It presents a fine picture of relationship between man and woman, psycho-analysis and natural beauty in the most effective style.

*The Rainbow* (1915), least autobiographical one, centers around man- woman relationship. Here, Lawrence has mainly dealt with the theme of ‘marriage’. The writer describes the family history of Brongwens covering a period of three generations. In *Women in Love* (1921), he described his main characters under a new psychology. He expressed effectively his views showing his love and sympathy for the poor. *The Aaron’s Rod* is based on a reference from the Bible. The background of the story of the Novel is about unhappy married life. *Kangaroo* came (1926) where he advocated integral sex relationship as an effective remedy for all social ills and evils.

*Lady Chatterley’s Lover* which is regarded as the most sensational novel by D H Lawrence published in Italy came into London quite secretly and under expurgated version in 1932 only after Lawrence’s death in 1930. It contained highly detailed descriptions of sexual union. Lawrence describes about the relationship between wife and husband and between lover and beloved.

The relationship between man and woman is the main dominant theme in his novels whether expressed in one form or the other in various shades, hues and aspects. Such relationship may be between husband and wife, between son and his mother or between a woman and her lover. Sex plays an important part for the development of such relationships in one way, or the other. The sexual coldness of a man or woman may give rise to perverted sexual relationships. Lawrence expresses his heart feeling in an emotional and effective style. *Sons and Lovers*, a
popular autobiographical novel, presents the conflict of sexual relationships. In the opening part, we read about the constant discord between father and mother. It results in the close attachment and relationship between the sons and their mother who depends more on her happiness rather than her husband who goes astray because of his drunkenness and wayward life. Lawrence himself is there in the garb of Paul Morel. He discusses and closely analyzes the relationship between men and women. He presents human relationship on its various tangles. He wrote, "I can only write that what I feel strongly about; and, that, at present, is the relation between men and women". He found that relations that exist between men and women ran short of something very vital and something evil and greatly damaging had entered human relations that is what he wanted to set the things right. It reminds of Hamlet who soliloquizes, “O cursed spite....”

Lawrence, like Paul (and both much like Hamlet) was the victim of the Oedipus complex. He loved his mother excessively and had trouble in establishing satisfactory human relationship. Lydia Morel, Lawrence’s mother was akin to Mrs. Moral as regards her refinement and culture. Lawrence was deeply influenced by Hardy. Lawrence grew up he was forced to consider the relationship between men and women as a form of conflict, not a natural expression of harmony. If we are to believe Lawrence, his mother disappointed in her husband, turned to her son for the satisfaction and understanding. She failed to find in her marriage. The strain that this implied relationship imposed on his adolescent emotions can be seen his abnormal senility to any threatened domination by women and his almost conflict assumed gigantic proportions in his mind and the almost universalizing tendency so common in egotistical geniuses led him to regard it as the primal sin against natural law. Resentful himself of being absorbed by a woman’s tenderness, he thought that the contemporary struggle of woman for mastery was responsible for all human happiness. He even went so far as to trace the misery occasioned by economic disequilibrium to the violation of male supremacy and sexual harmony. This line of thought led him to glorify the primitive state which he believed was based on knowledge of the cosmic law underlying sex relationship.

The inadequacy on his side that he feels in his successive relationship with Miriam and Paul with regard to both Miriam and Clara. Paul’s relationship with three women Mrs. Morel, his mother, Miriam leaves her childhood lover and a later loves Clara Dawes. Mrs. Morel fails to recognize the ‘otherness’ of Paul because she wants to possess the soul of Paul. The mother–pull and love results in stunted emotional growth of Paul.

Miriam is very intense in her emotions. She does not indulge in passions at an ordinary level. Paul feels annoyed at her display of affection for her younger brother. He wants her to be normal with her emotions. It is Miriam to whom he looks for an insight and deep vision. Mrs Morel too sucks him up. Miriam loves Paul and Paul does not understand her Paul’s love for Miriam is a characteristc illustration of the conventional type of love in the head which Lawrence has to despite in times to come. Thus the study of man woman relationships with each other reveals that only Mrs. Morel can be blamed for not understanding the ‘otherness’ of the men in her life other- wise in the case of other two women characters- Miriam and Clara.

Paul gave more importance to his mother than his beloved Miriam. He leaves to Miriam for his mother. Miriam comes before the readers only as neglected woman. She was always ready to
make the best sacrifice for Paul but she could not win him forever. Paul’s mother always stood as a stumbling block in their love affair Clara played her role of physical contact with Paul who forgot Miriam an important period of time. Paul’s dissatisfaction with Miriam the reason of spiritual relationship with Paul. She could not give him any physical satisfaction so Paul become close with Clara but their love affair could not continue any more as it was casual, physical, mundane, and quite earthy as opposed to ethereal spiritual, platonic or non-physical love from Mirium.

Mrs. Morel does not want that Paul be taken away by the beloved. There is a conflict between mother and the beloved for the soul of Paul. It is described in these words ‘From his mother, he drew the life warmth…. Miriam urged this Warmth and intensity like a white light’.

Lawrence has tried to show that there should be proper balance between the instinctive and the intellectual life for a harmonious and happy establishment of human relationship. Mr. Morel is a man of instinct and passion, his wife is woman of reason and intellect. Adjustment is not possible. Miriam is all intellect and Clara is all flesh there can be no proper adjustment. So Paul also gets no proper emotional relationship with his women. This according to Lawrence is the tragedy of the modern man. It is the tragedy of thousands of young men in England.

Paul had become only a tragic here only to suffer and bear for the want for real adjustment and favorable decisions in his life and it was the real cause of his suffering and failure in life. His peace of mind has gone he was alone to suffer in a large world. He feels loneliness. He often whispered ‘Mother’ who was no more to comfort him or provide any solace to him. Thus Paul becomes the tragic hero of the Novel. Hamlet dies in the end his tragic death but Paul dies every moment. He lives and dies or breathes a living death which is the worst kind of tragedy. Paul is left alone to suffer in silence in large crowded and populated world with great agony incapacitated to make love emotionally and receive it.
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